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 The Secretary-General has received the following statement, which is being 

circulated in accordance with paragraphs 36 and 37 of Economic and Social Council 

resolution 1996/31. 

 

  

 
 

 * The present statement is issued without formal editing. 

https://undocs.org/E/RES/1996/31
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  Statement 
 

 

  “Strategies for the eradication of poverty to achieve sustainable 

development for all” 
 

 

  Introduction, objective, and purpose of statement  
 

 The Council of Technical Education and Training India is a registered  

Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) and having special consultative status with 

ECOSOC. The objective and purpose of statement by the council is that if we 

globally do our efforts then we can root out the poverty from the world. “Although 

we hail from the different lands, we share one Earth, Sky and Sun, remember 

friends the world is One”. We want all enmity to seize, we all want peace we want 

no hate no strife, we all born for love and life. The Council giving main emphasis 

on the health issues, garments, shelter, environment issues and education. Council 

educate the public through health awareness check -up camps, eye check-up camps, 

blood donate camps, dental check-up camps, issue concerning the disabled person 

and their equalization, family issues for the maintenance of sound health through 

education because education is the act of process of imparting or occurring general 

knowledge, skill and developing the power of professionalism, reasoning and 

judgement and generally of preparing oneself or other intellectually for mature life, 

education is the powerful weapon which you can use to change the world in every 

aspect. The function of the education is to think intensively or globally, The Council 

also provide the skill/vocational education so that every individual can use their 

skill to eradicate their own poverty and the poverty from the society. Our council is 

committed to provide education at all level without irrespective of sex, age, race, 

creed, country, ethnicity and person with disabilities, geographical location, and 

other characteristics of people living in poverty or indigenous people. The purpose 

of the statement of the council to enable the people for work through education, 

training program and skill innovation so that they can fight for the eradication of 

poverty to achieve sustainable development for all, Council work for the flourish of 

the aim and object of the ECOSOC. Council organize seminars and conferences on 

social, economic and peacekeeping activities to promote the vision and mission of 

the ECOSOC United Nations in the society through education for every aspect of 

life. 

 

  Relation of issue of eradication of poverty with our NGO 
 

 The 2030 Agenda recognizes that eradicating poverty in all its forms and 

dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the greatest global challenge and an 

indispensable requirement for sustainable development. By placing poverty 

eradication at the centre of the 2030 Agenda and pledging to “leave no one behind” 

and to “reach the furthest behind first”. The Agenda sets a powerful vision towards 

creating peaceful and inclusive societies based on universal respect for human rights 

and human dignity, the rule of law, justice, equality and non -discrimination. It 

ensures that all people, regardless of their background, can fulfil their potential in 

life, and lead decent, dignified and rewarding lives in a healthy environment. We all 

know poverty mostly delayed the life circle of the person as we know birth, 

childhood, cognitive and emotional development, maturity, educational 

achievement, mating, marriage, children and retired life there are just a few of 

fundamental steps in life whose exact timing and sequence mostly disturbed due to 

poverty. Poverty has to become a social problem. So, for the eradication of poverty 

The Council of Technical Education and Training doing efforts with the 

collaboration and guidelines of national and international organization, due to 

poverty or unequal distribution of resources there is food insecurity and poor 

nutrition. Children who have poor health or who are hungry will not come to school.  
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Through basic education our council aware the people learn more about healt h and 

are better able to protect themselves and their children against diseases. The level of 

health among children and young people improve if their parents have had an 

education it is important to remember that improvement in health and education can 

become major weapon to eradicate the poverty. For girls, the effect of education is 

particularly strong. Education can prevent maternal mortality by helping women 

recognise danger signs, seek care and make sure trained health works are present at 

births. So according the view of our NGO that combined investment in food 

security, nutrition and education are necessary to reduce malnutrition, eradication of 

poverty and will also increase children ability to learn. Educating girl is also a key 

factor in bringing about lower births rates. In sub- Saharan Africa, women with no 

education have six-seven births on average, the women have primary education 

four-six birth on average, and women have secondary education have to three -five 

birth on average so birth rate comes lower as the education arise. So, works of our 

NGO mainly revolve around the education which can play vital role in the 

eradication of poverty. 

 

  Specific example of accomplishments by NGO and remaining challenges.  
 

 Our council is determined to end poverty and hunger in all their forms and 

dimensions, and to ensure that all human beings can full fill their potential in 

dignity and equality and in a healthy educational environment. The first motto of 

our council to ensure that children grow up healthy and enjoy a happy childhood we 

are passionately working to improve the health and nutrition status of new born, 

mothers and expecting women with special focus those coming from most 

disadvantages communities. We mainly work for child survival, new born health, 

maternal health, nutrition, water, sanitation and hygiene. We also focus on child 

protection program from different kinds of harms such as abuse, neglect, 

exploitation, physical danger, violence and child marriage, child trafficking & 

labour. Our council also facilitate child movement into the schools and we also 

organize skill based vocational training and prepare the children and youth for 

dignified employment opportunities. We help children to unlock their potential  and 

realize their dreams. Our council believe that every child is extraordinary and can 

scale great heights if provided with the right learning opportunities. We are 

committed to ensure that all children irrespective of their origin are able to go 

school, play and interactive teaching- learning methods and learn with other 

children of their age. We help children for their creativity and skill under the 

guidance of trained teachers and make persistent efforts to enable to secure a life of 

dignity for themselves, their families and the world wide community. Due to 

poverty the poor does not meet daily to education, good such as books, newspaper 

are far behind from the poor people with resulting the lack of knowledge, 

information, education, skill and vocational training including from democratic 

participation and their role for the global society. Education reduces poverty boost 

economic growth and increase income it increases a person’s chance of having a 

healthy vision in every sphere of life. Eradication poverty is greatest global 

challenge for the UN and there are other challenges such as Inequality, Food 

insecurity, Health awareness, Education, Shelter, Employment, Economic partiality, 

Human rights, Equal rights for disabled, Climate changing, Global warming, Air, 

Water & Earth pollution, Families issues, Action for youth and ageing, all these 

challenge needs a collective responsibility at international level.  

 We should collectively fight against the eradication of poverty to achieve 

sustainable development for all, so that we can make this earth as heaven, 

“Although we hail from different Lands we share one Earth, Sky and Sun, 

Remember Friends the World is one”.  

 


